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Typically threat response can be a very manual process

When Pat sees a potential 
data exfiltration alert with a 

financial analyst’s laptop, she 
currently must operate across 
siloed screens with a lack of 
context when attempting to 

mitigate the issue.

Meet Pat from SecOps

Hey SecOps — Let’s simplify
your incident response workflow!

Consider our integrated security platform — Cisco SecureX is 
a built-in experience within our security portfolio that connects 
with your entire security infrastructure, easing the burden on teams and 
transforming workflows.

5½ hours

Automate and complete your workflows with Cisco SecureX

Pat simplifies and accelerates threat response using an automated playbook to finish 
in less than half the time.

The problem is resolved within the IT team’s SLA without 
a big lift on their end, enabling them to focus on 
innovation and keeping the business running smoothly. 

Pat immediately isolates the laptop and receives an alert that the IT 
Helpdesk isolated a different endpoint because of increased memory usage.

Pat easily blocks the file across all threat vectors, blocks access to the 
domain the file connected to, and notifies IT that the problem is solved.

Pat updates her security policies to prevent similar threats in the future.
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SecureX unifies visibility and automates enrichment with shared context 
across multiple control points so Pat can understand the incident efficiently. 

In one view, Pat learns that phishing attempts with an attached suspicious file 
targeted multiple users’ endpoints – IT had isolated one of these endpoints.

Unlock new
potential in your 

investments today

Start the journey
with SecureX
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